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Legal Notices 
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form 

or by any means, mechanical or electronic, including photocopying or 

recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, or 

transmitted by email without permission in writing from the publisher. 

While all attempts have been made to verify the information provided in 

this publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes any 

responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretations of the 

subject matter herein. 

This publication is not intended for use as any source of advice such as 

legal, medical, or accounting. The publisher wants to stress that the 

information contained herein may be subject to varying international, 

federal, state, and/or local laws or regulations. 

The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes responsibility for the 

use of these materials and information. 

Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, including international, 

federal, state and local governing professional licensing, business 

practices, advertising, and all other aspects of doing business in the US, 

Canada or any other jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser 

or reader. 
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Medical Advisory 
The information and workout procedures provided in this guide are very 

intense and should not be attempted by anyone unless a doctor has 

cleared you for such an intense workout. 

If you have any existing health problems that would prohibit you from 

taking part in any of these activities, you should refrain.

As always, you should clear this program with your doctor before you 

begin. 

Title:  The Ab Torture Method

Published By:  FitnessUnderOath.com

No part of this manual may be reproduced or distributed without the 
expressed written consent of FitnessUnderOath.com 

Every word of this manual is protected by U.S. Copyright Laws, 2015.
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INTRO FROM THE PUBLISHER

“My Abs Were So Sore, I 
Couldn't Tie My Shoes”

Hi.

My name is Matt Marshall.  

I'm a certified personal trainer 
and the founder of 
FitnessUnderOath.com – a 
website that helps regular 
people get into ridiculously 
good shape.

I've got a confession to make:  
I LOVE having great abs, but 
I find ab training BORING.  

So for too long, I've been ignoring my ab training or 
treating my ab training as an after-thought.  When I wanted to 
specialize on my abs for a while, I knew Colt Colletti was the 
guy to whip up a devious program.  
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And Colt certainly didn't disappoint.  After the first day, 
my abs were so sore I couldn't tie my own shoes.  But the pain 
was worth it.  Because despite my soreness, I also noticed that 
my abs had never looked better.

I'll make you the same promise.  No, I can't promise that 
this training will be easy.  I can't promise you can get great abs 
by sitting on the couch eating potatoe chips.

But I can promise that...

A)  You WILL be sore

---and---

B) You WILL see results. 

Deep down, we all know the “secret” to a better 
midsection is only two words long: Hard work.

Most people will do everything in their power to avoid 
those words.  They'll spend their lives chasing false promises 
and red herrings, all the while wondering why they can't 
achieve their goals.

But clearly you are a different my friend.  Because you got 
this book and knowingly signed up for a soreness and hard 
work.  So I thank you and I salute you. 
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Two Very Important Notes

Before we jump into the program, there are two things I 
need to point out.

#1)  This book is short!

This isn't “War & Peace.”  It's a book about Ab Training.  
It contains the full Ab Torture program which consists of a 30 
day program for beginners, a 30 day program for intermediates 
and a  30 day program for advanced trainees.  

It also contains links to videos showing Colt performing 
each of the exercises.

In summary, everything you need is contained in this 
brief manual.  Some people “feel” like they got more for their 
money if they got 15 different books and each book was 300 
pages or more.  

This program isn't for those types of people.   This 
program is for the type of people who want great abs – not the 
kind of people who want to READ about getting great abs.

So I hope you'll forgive the shortness of this manual 
and I  hope you'll realize the “proof” is in the program, not 
the page count.  
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#2)  You don't have to be perfect!

When I tested this program myself, I started with the 
intermediate progam. 

Most of the time, I did my ab training workouts at home 
while watching TV.  As such, there were some exercises I 
simply could not due because I didn't have any equipment as 
home.

For example, when Colt talks about bench sit-up that is 
an exercise I could do at the gym but not at home.  So when I 
trained at home, I just replaced those with feet-elevated 
crunches.

When Colt talks about doing “Hypers”, my gym doesn't 
have any equipment that looks like that.  So I would just do low 
back extensions or supermans as a replacement.

This is just fine.  I still saw results.  So don't get caught up 
in trying to follow the program perfectly.  If you have to make a 
substitition, don't sweat it.  

The most important thing is simply doing the workouts 
as best you can.  

Without further ado, here is the Ab Torture Method.  I 
would normally say “enjoy” but telling someone to enjoy their 
torture session feels a little bit wrong.
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So instead I'll say, “endure.”

To your success,

Matt Marshall
Publisher, FitnessUnderOath.com
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The Ab Torture Method:  
Beginner Program
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On this program, you will train 3x per week for a total of 
12 ab training sessions in a month.  Be sure to rest as least one 
day between workouts.

For exercise descriptions, check the “Ab Torture Exericse 
Description” manual which contains links to videos of each 
exercise.

Note on reps:  When it says “10 reps” your goal is to do 
10 total reps.  If you can all 10 reps in one shot, great.  If you 
need to break it up and do 8 then 2, that's fine.  However you 
achieve the total rep goal is fine.
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Week One

Workout 1:  crunch plus knee raise 10 reps 
Side plank 2x10 seconds
Leg raise 10 reps 
Bicycle 2x10 seconds

Workout 2: crunch plus knee raise 20 reps
Side plank 3x10 seconds
Leg raise 20 reps
Plank 1x failure

Workout 3: crunch plus knee raise 30 reps
Side plank 3x20 seconds
Leg raise 30 reps
Bicycle 2 x 20 seconds
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Week Two

Workout 1: bench sit up 10 reps
Bicycle 2x30 seconds
Leg raise 40 reps
Plank 2x failure

Workout 2: bench sit up20 reps
Leg raise 50 reps
Side plank 3x30 seconds
V ups 10 reps

Workout 3: bench sit up 30 reps
Scissors 2x20 seconds 
V ups 20 reps 
Side plank 3 x 30 seconds 
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Week Three

Workout 1: bench sit up35 reps
Leg raise 50 reps
V ups 30 reps 
Plank 2x failure

Workout 2: bench sit up 40 reps
V ups 40 reps 
Side plank 3x 40 seconds 
Mountain climbers 2x20 seconds 

Workout 3: bench sit up 50 reps
Leg raise 50 reps 
V ups 50 reps
Plank with feet elevated 2x failure
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Week Four

Workout 1: bench sit up 50 reps 
Hypers 25 reps 
Leg raise 50 reps
Mountain climbers 2x30 seconds

Workout 2: bench sit up 50 reps
Hypers 35 reps
Side plank 3x30seconds 
V ups 50 reps

Workout 3: bench sit up 50 reps
Hypers 40 reps 
Scissors 3x20 seconds 
Bicycle 2x 1 minute
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The Ab Torture Method:  
Intermediate Program

On this program, you will train 4x per week for a total of 
16 ab training sessions in a month.  How you structure your 
rest days is optional now as you will be training more days 
than resting. 

For exercise descriptions, check the “Ab Torture Exericse 
Description” manual which contains links to videos of each 
exercise.

Note on reps:  When it says “50 reps” your goal is to do 
50 total reps.  If you can all 50 reps in one shot, great.  If you 
need to break it up and do 25, then 15, then 10, that's fine.  
However you achieve the total rep goal is fine.
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Week One

Workout 1: bench sit up 50 reps
Hyper 50 reps
Leg raise 50 reps
V up 50 reps

Workout 2: side bridge 2x30 seconds 
Bicycle 2x 1minute 
Bench sit up 50 reps 
Hyper 50 reps

Workout 3: leg raise 60 reps 
Scissors 3x30 seconds 
V ups 60 reps
Plank 2xfailure

Workout 4: bicycle 3x1minute
Bench sit up 60 reps 
Hyper 60 reps
Side bridge 3 x 30 seconds
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Week Two

Workout 1: mountain climbers 2x30 seconds 
Bench sit up 60 reps
Hypers 60 reps
Feet elevated plank 3x30 seconds

Workout 2: mountain climbers 3x40 seconds 
Side bridge 2x 1 minute
Feet elevated plank 2x1 minute
V-up 60 reps

Workout 3: mountain climbers 3x50seconds
Scissors 3x50 seconds 
Bench sit up 70 reps
Hyper 70 reps

Workout 4: bicycle 4x40 seconds 
Mountain climber 3x1minute
Side plank 3x1minute
Plank 2x failure
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Week Three

Workout 1: weighted bench sit up 25 reps
Weighted hyper 25 reps
Weighted leg raise 25 reps
Plank on ball 2x failure

Workout 2: weighted bench sit up35 reps
Weighted hyper 35 reps
Weighted bicycle 2x30 seconds 
Weighted v up 25 reps

Workout 3: mountain climbers on ball 2x30 seconds 
Side bridge 3x30 seconds
Weighted leg raise 40 reps
Plank on ball 2xfailure

Workout 4: weighted bench sit up 40 reps
Weighted hyper 40 reps
Weighted vup 40 reps
Plank on ball 3x failure
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Week Four
Workout 1: ab wheel 10 reps 
Weighted bench situp 50 reps 
Weighted hyper 50 reps
Mountain climber on ball 2x50 seconds 
Weighted scissors 2x30 seconds

Workout 2: ab wheel 12 reps
Side bridge reps 2x15 each side 
Weighted bench situp 60 reps
Weighted hyper 60 reps
Weighted vups 50 reps

Workout 3: ab wheel 15 reps 
Weighted leg raise 50 reps 
Weighted mountain climber 30 reps
Plank on ball 3x failure
Side bridge reps 2x20 each side

Workout 4: ab wheel 15 reps
Weighted bench situp 70 reps
Weighted hyper 70 reps
Weighted vups 70 reps
Weighted leg raise 70 reps
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The Ab Torture Method:  
Advanced Program

Very few will get to this level so if you made it here, 
congrats.  On this program, you will train 5x per week for a 
total of 16 ab training sessions in a month.  How you structure 
your rest days is optional now as you will be training more 
days than resting. 

For exercise descriptions, check the “Ab Torture Exericse 
Description” manual which contains links to videos of each 
exercise.

Note on reps:  When it says “50 reps” your goal is to do 
50 total reps.  If you can all 50 reps in one shot, great.  If you 
need to break it up and do 25, then 15, then 10, that's fine.  
However you achieve the total rep goal is fine.

Also, if there is one exercise you cannot do (for example a 
standing ab wheel roll out) then just swap it out for an eaiser 
variation and follow the rest of the program as best you can.
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Week One

Workout 1: ab wheel from toes 25 reps
Single arm farmer’s walk 1X1minute each side
Side bridge 10 reps with 10 second hold last rep
Weighted hyper 50 reps
Stir the pot off ball 2X20 seconds each way

Workout 2: weighted bench situp 50 reps
Weighted leg raise 75 reps
Ab wheel 30 reps
Dragon flag 10 reps
Toes to bar 10 reps

Workout 3: Weighted leg raise with pulse up off bench 20 reps
Single arm farmer’s walk 2X1 minute
Weighted hypers 50 reps
Ab wheel 35 reps

Workout 4: Toes to bar 20 reps
Side bridge 15 reps with 10 second hold
Ab wheel 40 reps
Stir the pot 2X25 seconds
Dragon flag 15 reps
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Workout 5:  (to be done non-stop with no rest or as litte rest as 
possible.)

Partner med ball situps 25 reps
Partner leg raises25 reps
Ab wheel hold 30 seconds in extended position 
L sit hold 30 seconds

Week Two

Workout 1: Weighted leg raises 75 reps
Single arm farmer’s walk 3X1 minute
Ab wheel 45 reps
Toes to bar 25 reps
Plank on ball 2X failure

Workout 2: Ab wheel 50 reps
Weighted bench situp 50 reps
Dragon flag 25 reps
Stir the pot 2X30 seconds
Weighted V-ups 50 reps
Superman plank 2X failure
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Workout 3: Side bridge 20 reps with 20 second hold
Single arm farmer’s walk 3X1 minute
Weighted leg raise 75 reps
Ab wheel 50 reps
Stir the pot 3 X 1 minute

Workout 4: Weighted bench situps 60 reps
Weighted hyper 60 reps
Ab wheel 60 reps
Weighted leg raises 60 reps

Workout 5:  (To be done non-stop or with as little rest as 
possible)

Partner med ball situps 50 reps
Partner leg raises 50 reps
Ab wheel hold 45 seconds
L sit 45 seconds 
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Week Three

Workout 1:Dragon flag 30 reps
Single arm farmer’s walk 3X 1 minute
Stir the pot feet elevated 3X 1 minute
Ab wheel 75 reps
Toe to bar 30 reps

Workout 2: Side bridge 30 reps with 10 second hold
Ab wheel 75 reps
Weighted leg raises 100 reps
Plank on ball with feet elevated 2 X failure
Weighted v-ups 75 reps

Workout 3: Weighted mountain climbers 3X1 minute
Ab wheel 85 reps
Toes to bar 50 reps
Weighted scissors 3X 1 minute
Plank on ball 2X failure

Workout 4: Dragon flag 50 reps
Toes to bar 50 reps
Weighted bench situps 75 reps
Weighted v-ups 75 reps
Stir the pot 3x1 minute
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Workout 5:  (To be done non-stop or with as little rest as 
possible.)

Partner med ball situps 75 reps
Partner leg raises 75 reps
Ab wheel hold 1 minute
L sit 1 minute

Week Four

Workout 1: Weighted leg raise 100 reps
Toes to bar 75 reps
Mountain climber on ball 3X failure
Side bridge 3X 1minute
Ab wheel 100 reps

Workout 2: Weighted bench situp 100 reps
Dragon flag 50 reps
Weighted v-ups 100 reps
Ab wheel 100 reps
Stir the pot 3X1 minute

Workout 3: Toes to bar 100 reps
Ab wheel 100 reps
Side bridge 3X 1 minute
Mountain climber on ball 3 X failure
Plank on ball with feet elevated 3X failure
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Workout 4: Weighted bench situp 100 reps
Weighted hyper 100 reps
Ab wheel 100 reps
Weighted leg raise 100 reps
Toe to bar 100 reps

Workout 5:  (To be done non-stop or with as little rest as 
possible.)

Partner med ball situps 100 reps
Partner leg raises 100 reps
Weighted ab wheel hold 1 minute
Weighted l sit 1 minute
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